What does AI have to do with education?

- Everyday AI
- AI in ed tech
- Teaching about AI
- Teaching AI
Some other examples

✖️ AIs for grading, plagiarism detection
  ○ Essay grading AIs used in 21 states
    ■ Disadvantage learners from some language backgrounds
    ■ Corporate intrusion into public education

✖️ AIs in remediation

✖️ AIs for accessibility
  ○ Captioning tools

✖️ Content monitoring AI in schools

✖️ Writing assistance AI
Guiding Questions: Let’s Talk!

- How do these applications of AIs mirror or differ from those in other sectors?
- What do you see as the major ethical issues with using AI tools in the classroom?
- What are some cost–benefit analyses you might make about whether to use an AI (pick which one) in the classroom?
- How does cultural dominance play out in AI use in classrooms?
- How do/should issues of equity affect the decision to use an AI or not?
- What conditions make AI use in education desirable and/or necessary (e.g., large online classes), and what does this indicate about how we value certain educational experiences?